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A two level undercut-profile substrate for chemical-solution-based filamentary coated conductors

Anders C. Wulff, Jesper H. Lundeman, Jørn B. Hansen, Oleg V. Mishin, Yue Zhao, Roya Mohajeri, Jean-Claude Grivel

Abstract — A recently developed two level undercut-profile substrate (2LUPS), containing two levels of plateaus connected by a curved wall with an undercut-profile, enables self-forming filaments in a coated conductor during physical line-of-sight deposition of buffer and superconducting layers. In the present study, the 2LUPS concept is applied to a commercial cube-textured Ni-5at.%W tape, and the surface of the 2LUPS coated with two Gd$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ buffer layers using chemical solution deposition is examined. Except for narrow regions near the edge of upper plateaus, the plateaus are found to be covered by strongly textured Gd$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ buffer layers after dip coating and sintering.

Index Terms — Superconducting filaments and wires, substrates, etching, texture, scanning electron microscopy

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that filamentization and subsequent transposition of coated conductors (CCs) used in alternating current (AC) power applications, such as generators, motors and fault current limiters, can reduce AC losses [1] – [4]. Transposition of the CCs can be achieved using either the Roebel configuration [5] or the cable on round core configuration [6]. However, when filaments are produced by mechanical scribing, laser striation and etching processes applied to the rare-earth barium-copper-oxide (REBCO) superconducting layer [7] – [9], the current-carrying width of the CCs is also reduced. In addition, these techniques can introduce defects in the REBCO layer. In contrast to these filamentization techniques, a recently introduced two level undercut-profile substrate (2LUPS) concept [10] (Fig. 1) potentially enables full operational width of the superconducting layer and is less vulnerable to defects in the superconducting layer. The 2LUPS concept is based on two levels of plateaus connected by a curved wall with an undercut-profile produced by selective etching of the substrate material [11].

In our previous work on a commercial Hastelloy C276 tape [10] (discussed by Hopkins [12]), such a profile has already been successfully demonstrated to produce a shading effect during subsequent physical line-of-sight deposition of buffer and superconducting layers, which resulted in self-forming filaments in the coated conductor. In the present study, the 2LUPS concept is applied to a standard cube-textured Ni-5at.%W tape which is then coated with two buffer layers using chemical solution deposition (CSD). The processing steps are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a,b which shows a 2LUPS before and after coating with buffer layers. The new substrate and subsequently deposited Gd$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ (GZO) buffer layers are characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques. The tape after deposition of REBCO layers using a line-of-sight process shown in Fig. 1(c) has not been analyzed yet. Therefore, the quality of the REBCO layers deposited on this Ni-5at.%W 2LUPS is not considered in the present communication.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of 2LUPS filamentary CC processing: (a) 2LUPS; (b) 2LUPS coated with a chemical-solution-based buffer layer; (c) 2LUPS with the buffer layer and a superconducting REBCO layer coated using a line-of-sight process.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

A strongly cube-textured commercial Ni-5at.%W tape (L×W×T = 100×10×0.7 mm³) from Evico GmbH was used in this work for manufacturing a 2LUPS. Protective adhesive film strips were applied parallel to the tape rolling direction and subsequently cut in a reel-to-reel system in order to divide the film into three strips across the width. The center strip was peeled off to enable etching in the unprotected area of the tape. The tape was first etched at 50°C in a H₂SO₄/H₃PO₄-based electrolyte, thus producing etched tracks, and then cleaned in water (see [11] for more details). The tape was then additionally etched in a H₂SO₄/H₂O-based electrolyte to obtain a smooth surface of the etched tracks [11], after which the protective film was peeled off also from the unetched tracks. Finally, the tape was heat treated at 850°C in a flow of N₂/5%H₂ for 30 min to remove the oxide layer. Two GZO buffer layers were produced by dip coating in a precursor solution [13] with a total cationic concentration of 0.6 mol/L and using a tape withdrawal speed of 20 mm/min. The coated films were sintered at 1125°C in a flow of N₂/5%H₂ for 30 min.

A Leitz Aristomet optical microscope was used for investigating the sample cross-section. The sample surface coated with two GZO layers was investigated in a Carl Zeiss 1540 XB scanning electron microscope. Phase analysis of the GZO layers was conducted using a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Kα source. The XRD measurements were performed masking either upper or lower plateaus to enable a separate analysis of the different plateaus. Crystallographic orientations of the sample coated with two GZO layers were measured using the EBSD technique in a field emission gun electron microscope Zeiss Supra 35 equipped with Channel 5 software from HKL Technology. A total area of ~34 mm² was investigated with a step size of 15 µm in the rolling plane covering both lower and upper plateaus.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2a demonstrates the cross-section of the Ni-5at.%W 2LUPS where upper and lower plateaus are clearly seen. The undercut length L (Fig. 2b) in this 2LUPS is 2.3 µm, which is greater than that (L = 0.3 µm) in our previous work on Hastelloy C276 [10]. This increase is achieved by improving the adhesion between the metal tape and the protective film.

The plateau regions near the wall and part of the curved wall between the two levels of the 2LUPS sample coated with two GZO layers are shown in Fig. 3. Grain boundary grooves seen on the plateau surface are a result of significant thermal etching occurring during the high-temperature sintering of the buffer layers [13], [14]. The surface also contains a few small defects (indicated by arrows in Fig. 3), most likely originating from the Ni-5at.%W tape. In addition, slip lines [15] are observed near the edge of the upper plateau (see also Fig. 4a). The lines are very pronounced at the edge and gradually diminish within a distance of ~50 µm from the edge. These slip lines are apparently induced by deformation during cutting. Fig. 4b provides evidence that the rough surface containing these lines is not fully covered by GZO. Therefore, such areas will not prevent Ni diffusion [16] and are not expected to enable appropriate epitaxial growth of the REBCO layer [17]. It is suggested that formation of the slip lines near the edges can be prevented if cutting is conducted in the hard as-rolled (not annealed) condition. In this case, the cube texture will be produced by annealing of the 2LUPS after cutting and etching.

The curved wall appears to have waves along the length of the substrate (see Fig. 3), which can be due to excessive oxygen produced during the etching processes [18]. The waves extend to the lower plateau covering a width of approximately 130 µm. It is expected that the waviness can be significantly reduced by improved control of oxygen formation during the etching processes.

**Fig. 2.** (a) an optical micrograph from the cross-section of the Ni-5at.%W 2LUPS; (b) definition of the undercut length.

**Fig. 3.** SEM image from a region near the wall of the Ni-5at.%W 2LUPS coated with two GZO layers. The image was taken after tilting the sample 55° about the Y axis. Arrows indicate small pin-like defects.
Fig. 4. SEM images taken near the edge of the upper plateau of the Ni–5at.%W 2LUPS coated with two GZO layers: (a) low magnification image; (b) high magnification image A region not covered by GZO is marked by arrows in (b).

Fig. 5 shows that the GZO layers on the filament body are dense, homogeneous and crack-free. Comparing grain structures in the GZO layers on the different plateaus, it appears that their morphologies are slightly different, i.e., the grains on the upper plateau are more rectangular than those on the lower plateau (cf. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b).

The EBSD data in Fig. 6 indicate that the texture in the GZO layer is characterized by a sharp {001}〈110〉 component, i.e., 45° rotated cube orientation [19]. There is almost no difference in the maximum intensity of this component between the lower and upper plateaus (cf. Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b).

The XRD data from the coated surface (Fig. 7) demonstrate very strong (004) reflections from GZO on each plateau, which is consistent with the EBSD data. In addition, Fig. 7 contains smaller peaks labelled “X”, which are artifacts due to tungsten deposited on the Cu Kα source.
considered to be appropriate for dip-coating with chemical-solution-based buffer layers.
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IV. CONCLUSION

A two level undercut-profile substrate can be successfully produced from a commercial cube-textured Ni-5at.%W tape. The undercut length for this substrate is 2.3 µm. Slip lines induced by deformation during cutting of this commercial tape are observed in narrow regions near the edge of upper plateaus. Except for these regions, which are not fully covered by Gd2Zr2O7 buffer layers, the surface quality of this substrate is

Fig. 7. 0-20 XRD line profiles for the surface coated with two GZO layers: (a) upper plateau; (b) lower plateau.